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MOULI COHEN

Founder at Voltage Capital

Chairman and CEO of innovative consumer product technology company. Aristo developed
concepts and secured patents for products developed and licensed to Fortune 500. Sold to K.F.
chemical.

Chairman and CEO at a technology company holding 31 worldwide patents in non-woven
applications industry. LAMIA was sold to PonteNova.

Voltage Capital is a private investment firm focusing on opportunities in high technology, digital
media, consumer products, and healthcare sectors. We act as investors and entrepreneurs,
launching new ventures as well investing in existing businesses with significant growth prospects.
Voltage focuses on uncovering and creating unique situations where our combined expertise can
create significant value.

Chairman and CEO
Aristo International

Chairman and CEO
LAMIA
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Mouli Cohen, founder of Voltage Capital, is a successful entrepreneur who has founded and developed successful ventures in
the biotechnology, high technology, digital media and entertainment sectors. He has balanced his success in business with
extensive philanthropic activities.  Over the years he has supported children's charities, food programs, medical research, and
the arts as well as education projects both in the US and abroad. He is married to author Stacy Cohen Mouli got started as an
investor in biotechnology with an early stake in Teva Pharmaceuticals. He continued as an investor in several successful biotech
startups including Biosense, a cardiac imaging company sold to Johnson and Johnson in 1997, and Icos, a discoverer and
developer of treatments for inflammation and other diseases, sold to Eli Lily in 2006.

Read his thought pieces at http://www.moulicohen.com/expertise and http://www.scribd.com/moulicohen

Philanthropy, Innovation, Private Equity, Technology, Biotechnology, Investment Technologies, GreenTech, Entrepreneurship,
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